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ABSTRACT 

A support method of decommissioning work of nuclear power 
plants using Augmented Reality was proposed and a prototype 
system was developed. Then, using the prototype system, the 
proposed method was evaluated. Three professionals used the 
prototype system along with a scenario which dismantles an ion 
tower, and then questionnaire and interview investigation was 
conducted. As the results, it was found that the proposed 
method that records the cutting parts on the CAD data using a 
stylus pen was easy and effective compared with the legacy 
recording method using paper instruction sheet, however a new 
tablet PC that has a larger screen with lighter weight is required 
in order to apply the proposed method to the actual 
decommissioning work. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Some of the Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) in Japan have been 
operated for more than 30 years and the number of NPPs to be 
decommissioned will increase in the near future. The procedure 
of NPP decommission is different from that of general industrial 
plants because it is difficult to deal with its contaminated 
materials such as core vessels. It is, therefore, expected to 
develop new technologies to support the safe and efficient 
decommissioning works. 

The authors have been developing a tracking technique of 
Augmented Reality (AR) which can be utilized in the plant field 
and a maintenance support system using AR.  In this study, a 
support method of decommissioning work of NPPs using AR 
has been proposed and a simple prototype system has been 
developed. Then, using the developed system, the concept of the 
proposed method was confirmed by a heuristic method. 

Conventional applications of AR for industrial field are 
automobile navigation system[1], support for maintenance of 
aircrafts[2], support for water system isolation tasks for 

NPPs[3], etc. However, there is no trial to apply it to 
decommissioning work for NPPs[4]. In addition, although 
conventional studies on evaluation of AR system mainly focus 
on evaluating information display devices with novice users 
employing as subjects, there is few evaluation study which 
focuses on the user interface with professionals for the target 
work as subjects. 
 

2. DECOMMISSIONING OF NPPS 

The procedures of decommissioning for NPPs have four stages, 
(1)planning of decommissioning tasks, (2)preparation, 
(3)dismantling and record, and (4)clearing up.  

At the stage of (1)planning of decommissioning tasks, 
overall procedure is first planned with 3D CAD data and 
drawings when designing the plant, and then detailed task 
procedure such as cutting parts, cutting order and restraint parts 
is made with confirming working space at the target 
decommissioning field. At that time, necessity of scaffold, 
method of decontamination and tools to be used are considered. 
The result of the considerations and detailed dismantling 
procedure are organized as a paper instruction sheet. 

At the stage of (2)preparation, a field work director visits 
to the target field with the instruction sheet and confirm the 
dismantling parts, live equipment and restraint parts to de 
dismantled. At that time, he marks cutting lines and restraint 
parts by using chalk or tape. Scaffold is set, decontamination is 
made, a green house is built if necessary. 

At the stage of (3)dismantling and record, a field director 
supervises several field workers. The overall procedure is as 
follows;  
1. Making a group meeting before visiting to the work field and 

confirming the dismantling procedure on the day with 
instruction sheet and 3D CAD data. 

2. Visiting the work field with the instruction sheet and 
reconfirming the task at the field. 

3. Dismantling equipment by the field director’s supervision. 
4. Recording the progress of the dismantling tasks on a record 

sheet by the director. 



5. Comparing dismantling plan and the progress. Modifying the 
future dismantling plan if necessary. 

6. Repeating the procedure 1 to 5 until all the facility is 
dismantled. 

After dismantling, all the parts, scaffolds and tools are 
cleared up.  As the above, the decommissioning of NPPs is 
conducted based on more detailed plan comparing with general 
industrial plants.  In case of following the above-mentioned 
procedure, three problems may arise; 
1. When preparing dismantling tasks, they confirm cutting lines 

and restraints parts. There is a possibility that they may 
misunderstand when there is similar equipment around there 
or target equipment is complicated because the field workers 
have to look for them by using only the instruction sheet. 

2. When finishing all the tasks of the day, a field director has to 
record the progress of dismantling on the paper-based record 
sheet. It is difficult to record them exactly so that the record 
may have incomprehensive or insufficient information. 

3. The progress should be put into the database such as 3D CAD 
data in order to accumulate planning know-how and modify 
the overall plan. This needs additional work to reinput the 
written information on the record sheet into the database. It is 
troublesome work and it may cause a mistake. 

These problems may cause reduction of safety and 
efficiency of the tasks. It is, therefore, required to grasp of the 
cutting lines and restraint parts intuitively at the workplace, and 
to record / input the work progress into the database easily and 
efficiently. 
 

3. PROPOSAL OF DECOMMISSIONING SUPPORT 

In this study, the authors pay attention that AR can provide 
intuitive information display / input and recent NPPs have been 
constructed by its 3D CAD data. In order to solve three 
problems mentioned in chapter 2, decommissioning support 
method has been proposed by using AR and 3D CAD data. 

The proposed method consists of (1)reference support for 
cutting lines and restraint parts, and (2)record support for the 
progress of dismantling. The target user to be supported is a 
field director. Since field directors are not always accustomed to 
operating computers, the usage of the proposed method should 
be comprehensive and intuitive. 
 
3.1 Reference support for cutting lines and restraint parts 
When supporting reference of cutting lines and restraint parts, 
the field director carries a small tablet PC with a video camera 
to the work filed as shown in Fig.1. When taking pictures of the 
dismantling target equipment with the video camera, the image 
will appear on the display of the small tablet PC with 
superimposing transparent 3D CAD data of the equipment in 

the same position, orientation and size by AR. The 3D CAD 
data are colored by the parts to be cut off. Especially, the 
restraint parts are colored emphatically not to misunderstand. 
The user can refer the colored 3D CAD data and recognize the 
cutting lines and restraint parts intuitively. When referring the 
3D CAD data, the user can change the position, orientation and 
size freely by himself. 

If the method mentioned above is realized, it is expected 
for the field director to understand the cutting lines and restraint 
parts intuitively, comparing with the conventional method that 
he should refer both paper instruction sheet and real target 
equipment to be dismantled. 
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Figure 1: Reference of cutting lines by AR, 

 
3.2 Record support for progress of dismantling 
When supporting the record of dismantling progress, the user 
carries the small tablet PC as shown in Fig.2. When finishing all 
the dismantling work of the day, the captured image will appear 
on the display with superimposing transparent 3D CAD data in 
the state of before dismantling work of the day. The user can 
record the progress by inputting the border between the parts 
remained and already cut off by using an electronic pen (a 
stylus pen). At that time, the user can stop the captured image 
and record the progress with the paused image because the 
posture of the user when taking picture is different from that 
when using the electronic pen. Since this method is a metaphor 
that the user records the progress by using a pen and a record 
sheet, so that he can use the tablet PC intuitively. 

If the method mentioned above is realized, the user can 
record the progress of dismantling intuitively by only finding 
the difference between real dismantled equipment and 3D CAD 
data. In addition, since the record is made in the work field 
without delay, the database for managing the decommissioning 
progress can be updated immediately. 
 

4. EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHOD 
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Figure 2: Record of dismantling progress by AR. 

 
4.1 Purpose and policy of evaluation 
The proposed method mentioned above employs a small tablet 
PC for easy portability in NPP field and intuitive operation 
method for novice users of PC operation.  It is, however, 
unknown whether each function of the proposed method is 
effective or not, how acceptable it is for actual field directors, or 
what kind of problems arise in practical use. In this study, 
therefore, an evaluation experiment was conducted to reveal the 
questions above. However, it is not only laborious but also 
danger that the support system is really developed and used in 
the actual decommissioning work. In this study, therefore, 
heuristic evaluation method is employed. The heuristic method 
was proposed by J. Nielsen and the professionals of the target 
work examine the problems by using a prototype system or 
referring specification sheet based on a guideline[5]. Since the 
advantage of the proposed method is intuitive information 
reference and operation, it is difficult for the users to evaluate it 
by only its specification sheet. In this evaluation, therefore, a 
simple prototype system was developed and a dismantling 
scenario was prepared, then three professionals evaluated the 
prototype system with assuming that one of the plant equipment 
was dismantled along with the scenario. When evaluating, they 
answered the questionnaire which had been prepared referring 
Nielsen’s guideline. 
 
4.2 Outline of prototype system 
In order to realize the proposed method mentioned in chapter 3 
as a prototype system, not only a user interface for operation but 
also a function which 3D CAD data is superimposed on the 
captured image with the same position, orientation and size of 
the real target equipment, should be developed. 
Realization of superimposing 3D CAD data 
In order to realize a function which 3D CAD data is 
superimposed on the image of real equipment, it is necessary to 
realize real-time tracking method which measures relative 
position and orientation between a video camera mounted on a 

small tablet PC and the target equipment in real time. In this 
study, the tracking method was realized by employing linecode 
marker which was developed by the authors[6]. In this method, 
line-shaped markers are pasted in the work environment and the 
relative position and orientation between the camera and the 
markers can be measured in real time by capturing the image of 
the markers. Fig.3 shows an example of the marker. 
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Figure 3: An example of linecode marker. 
 
Cutting function of 3D CAD data 
In the proposed method, when the user records the progress of 
the dismantling work, he inputs the cut parts by using a stylus 
pen on the 3D CAD data. At that time, it is comprehensive if the 
3D CAD data are also cut off. In order to realize this function, 
the 3D CAD data can be cut off freely by the input from the user. 
It is, however, difficult to realize it. In this prototype system, the 
users (professionals) use the prototype system along with the 
designated scenario, so that the function can only cut off the 3D 
CAD data which was designed in advance along with the 
scenario. 
Developed user interface and hardware 
The software of the prototype system was developed with 
Microsoft VisualStudio2005 with Microsoft Windows XP 
Operation System. Fig.4 shows an example of the user interface 
of the system.  

A small tablet PC, SONY VGN-UX90PS, was employed 
as hardware of the system as shown in Fig. 5. This PC has a 
video camera on the backside and the LCD has touch-panel 
function. By using a stylus pen, the user can indicate a position 
on the display. Table 1 shows the outline of the specification of 
the PC. The computing ability of the PC realizes 7 frames per 
second as average frame rate where the markers are recognized 
by image processing and 3D CAD data are displayed. 
 
4.3 Evaluation method 
Evaluation environment 
The target equipment to be dismantled in this evaluation 
scenario is an ion tower in water purification facility in Fugen 
NPP as shown in Fig.6. The shape is like a cylinder and its 
diameter and height is 3.7 m and 1.0 m, respectively. Fig.7 
shows the layout of the evaluation environment. The evaluator 
can view the ion tower from three areas which are indicated as 
“Evaluator Working Area” in Fig.7. 
Evaluators 
Evaluators are three professionals of Fugen NPP, evaluator A, B 



and C.  The evaluator A is a leader of operator group of Fugen 
NPP, the evaluator B belongs to decommissioning team, and the 
evaluator C is an engineer who develops decommissioning 
technologies. 

 
Figure 4: An example of user interface. 
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Figure 5: Hardware of prototype system. 
 

Table 1: Specification of tablet PC 

VGA（640 × 480）Camera Resolution
492 gWeight

3.8 mmFocal Length

150.2mm × 38.2mm × 95.0mmSize
4.5Inch TFTColorLCDDisplay
Intel CoreDuo U1400（1.20GHz）CPU

VGA（640 × 480）Camera Resolution
492 gWeight

3.8 mmFocal Length

150.2mm × 38.2mm × 95.0mmSize
4.5Inch TFTColorLCDDisplay
Intel CoreDuo U1400（1.20GHz）CPU
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Figure 6: Target to be dismantled. 
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Figure 7: Layout of water purification facility. 

 
Evaluation Scenario 
The evaluation scenario was designed based on the opinions 
from the above evaluators, where all the functions mentioned in 
chapter 3 are used at least once. 

In the scenario, the ion tower is dismantled in three days 
and the plan before dismantling is assumed as follows; 
(1)The first day 
  Pipe 1, pipe 2, peeping window and upper quarter of the ion 
tower are dismantled in this order. 
(2)The second day 
  Pipe 3, upper half and lower quarter of the ion tower are 
dismantled in this order. 
(3)The third day 
  Pipe 4 and the remaining parts are dismantled. 
In the scenario, it is assumed that the dismantling work of the 
second day is delayed and the lower quarter of the ion tower can 
not be dismantled within the second day. The plan of the third 
day is, therefore, modified as follows; 
(3’)The third day (modified) 
  Pipe 4, the lower quarter of the ion tower and the remaining 
parts are dismantled. 

Fig.8 shows examples of 3D CAD data displayed as 
dismantling order of the ion tower. 
Procedure of evaluation 
After explanation of the system and the evaluation procedure to 
the evaluators, they use the prototype system for approximately 
twenty minutes along with the scenario one by one, and answer 
the questionnaire immediately. Then they move to another room 
and are interviewed and make a group discussion. In the 
interview and the group discussion, they are asked to give their 
opinions about the reason of the questionnaire answer and 
possibility that the proposed method can be applied to the actual 
decommissioning work. 
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Figure 8: Examples of 3D CAD data displayed to user. 
 
Questionnaire 
The questionnaire consists of 14 items for system function and 
13 items for usability based on the guideline of the heuristic 
evaluation method. The evaluators answer each question as 1 to 
5 (1:completely disagree, 2:disagree, 3:fair, 4:agree, 
5:completely agree). In addition, free description is added in the 
last of the questionnaire and they answer other problems and 
points to be improved. 
 
4.4 Evaluation result 
Table 2 shows the result of the questionnaire for the system 
function, while Table 3 shows those for usability. Table 4 shows 
the answers of the free description, the interview and group 
discussion. 

Table 2: Result of questionnaire for system function 
Answers
EvaluatorQuestions 
A B C

Q1. Superimposing 3D CAD data is more 
comprehensive that that by paper instruction sheet. 3 3 3

Q2. It is comprehensive that dismantling order is 
presented by color (blue, pale blue). 2 4 4

Q3. It is comprehensive that restraint parts are displayed 
by color (red). 5 4 2

Q4. Warning display of restrain part in text is 
comprehensive. 3 4 1

Q5. It is easy to confirm cutting lines because 3D CAD 
data is displayed transparently. 4 4 4

Q6. It is easy to input dismantled part by a stylus pen. 5 5 4
Q7. Dismantled parts can be recorded exactly by 

superimposing 3D CAD data on real equipment. 5 5 5

Q8. It is effective to realize the function to move CAD 
data. 5 5 4

Q9. It is effective to realize the function to rotate CAD 
data. 5 5 2

Q10. It is effective to realize the function to magnify / 
shrink CAD data. 5 5 4

Q11. It is effective to realize the function to reset CAD 
position/orientation by pressing reset button. 5 5 4

Q12. It is effective to stop the image capture and operate 
it. 5 5 5

Q13. Recording function of dismantling progress is 
effective. 5 5 4

Q14. Recording function provides high work efficiency 
because they don’t have to input the work record 
into database again. 

4 4 4

Table 3: Result of questionnaire for usability 
Answer 

Evaluator Questions 
A B C

Q1. Size of PC is suitable for user’s hands. 1 3 3 
Q2. Weight of PC is appropriate. 5 3 2 
Q3. Size of buttons is easy to press.  4 4 4 
Q4. Battery life is enough long (4 hours). 3 4 3 
Q5. PC is easy to stow away. 5 5 4 
Q6. Operation to move CAD data is easy. 5 5 5 
Q7. Operation to rotate CAD data is easy. 5 5 5 
Q8. Operation to magnify / shrink CAD data is easy. 5 5 5 
Q9. Operation to cut off CAD data is easy. 5 5 5 
Q10. Response of operations is quick. 4 5 5 
Q11. Display size is enough large. 1 2 2 
Q12. It is easy to notice the change of display. 1 4 1 
Q13. Text size is enough large. 2 4 3 
 

Table 4 Answers of free description and interview 
Evaluator Comments 

A 

(A1) Easy to record the work progress. 
(A2) Comprehensive to display restraint parts in red. 
(A3) 3D CAD data are more comprehensive than paper 

instruction sheet. 
(A4) It becomes more comprehensive if dismantling order is 

displayed in numbers. 
(A5) Difficult to notice the change of color. 
(A6) Display is small. 
(A7) Whether battery life is enough or not is depending on 

the usage. 
(A8) It is better that memorandum can be input into the work 

progress record. 
(A9) This method can be applied to training for novice 

workers. 

B 

(B1) Easy and Effective to record the work progress by a 
stylus pen. 

(B2) It might be incomprehensive if the work environment is 
complex. 

(B3) This scenario was conducted in simple area, but there 
are more complicated areas in NPP. 

(B4) In case that there are lots of pipes around target 
equipment, AR display may be incomprehensive. 

(B5) When work area is narrow and target equipment is large, 
camera can not capture all the image of the target. 

(B6) Because peripheral equipment is not displayed, it is 
difficult to compare real equipment with 3D CAD. 
Larger display is required. 

(B7) Correspondence between text information and 3D CAD 
is incomprehensive. The text information should appear 
on 3D CAD. 

(B8) Record of dismantling progress can be used for 
explanation of decommissioning process to the public. 

C 

(C1) Difficult to see warning information on upper part of 
display. 

(C2) Feel tired when capturing image by camera. The camera 
should be positioned at the viewing position. 

(C3) Feel PC heavy when using it for a long time. 
(C4) Display of PC is too small. 
(C5) More comprehensive if the information is displayed 

near the CAD data as text. 
 
4.5 Discussions 
As shown in Table 2, all the evaluators answered “3:fair” for Q1. 
It is supposed that they could not answer it clearly because the 
comprehensiveness was different depending on the work 
condition and environment. 

From Q2 to Q4, the evaluator A answered low evaluation 
in Q2, the evaluator C answered low evaluations in Q3 and Q4, 



and other answers were high evaluations. As the result of the 
interview, the evaluator A answered “colored display of 
dismantling order is incomprehensive(A5)”, while he also 
answered “restraint parts in red is comprehensive(A2)”, “more 
comprehensive than paper instruction sheet(A3)” and “more 
comprehensive if it has number display for dismantling 
order(A4)”. The evaluator C answered “warning display in the 
upper part of the display is difficult to see (C1)”, while he also 
answered “more comprehensive if the information is displayed 
near the CAD data as text (C5)”. These results show that the 
information presentation is more comprehensive if not only the 
colored CAD data but also information text is displayed near 
the CAD data. This suggestion can be confirmed also from the 
interview of the evaluator B (B7). 

All the evaluators gave high evaluation for Q6 and Q7 for 
the system function. The answers of the interview also 
supported it (A1),(B1). This result shows that the recording 
functions of the work progress can be applied to the actual 
decommissioning work. 

All the evaluators also gave high evaluation for Q5 and Q8 
to Q12. This result shows that the functions which are 
transparent display, move / rotation / magnification display of 
3D CAD data and pause function of image display when 
recording the work progress are effective. 

The evaluator also gave high evaluation for Q13 and Q14. 
This result shows the design of the recording function is 
appropriate. 

On the other hand, all the evaluator gave high evaluation 
from Q6 to Q9 for the usability questionnaire as shown in Table 
3. This result shows the CAD data operation is enough easy. 
The answers of Q11, Q13, (A6), (B6) and (C4) show that the 
LCD of the small tablet PC is too small to see the details. If the 
system employs a PC with a larger display, it may be bigger and 
heavier than that of the prototype system. From the answers of 
Q2 and (C3) of the interview, they feel the PC heavy even for 
the small tablet PC of the prototype system. This result shows 
that a lighter PC with a larger display is required. 

As the processing speed of the PC, it is enough high 
because the answers of Q10 were high evaluation. This result 
shows the PC employed in the prototype system has enough 
processing ability. 

From the other answers of the interview, it was proposed 
that memorandum can be also input to the work record(A8). It 
was also proposed that it is effective for training of novice 
workers(A9) and explanation method of the decommissioning 
progress to the public(B8) as new applications of the proposed 
method. 
On the other hand, it was pointed out from the answers of (B2) 
to (B6) that the correspondence between real equipment and 3D 
CAD data may be difficult to be understood if the work 

environment is complicated or the work area is narrow. 
 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, a support method of decommissioning of NPPs 
was proposed by using AR and 3D CAD data, and then it was 
evaluated by three professionals of Fugen NPP. As the result of 
the evaluation, the followings were found; 
1. The information presentation of cutting lines by using AR and 

3D CAD data is more comprehensive than that by paper 
instruction sheet. It is, however, more comprehensive if not 
only the colored display but also text information is also 
displayed. 

2. The record function of work progress is easy to used and 
acceptable to the actual decommissioning work. 

3. The PC of the prototype system has enough high ability, 
however, the display should be larger and the weight of the 
PC should be lighter. 

4. The proposed method can be also applied to training of novice 
workers or advertisement to the public. 

On the other hand, it was pointed out that the display of 3D 
CAD data may be difficult to be understood if the work 
environment is complicated. It is necessary to evaluate whether 
the proposed method can be applied even in the complicated 
environment or not for practical use. 
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